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Where to begin

Hi, I’m Tracy, founder of Embodied Dietitian.
 
I’m a non-diet, attuned eating, HAES-informed dietitian and coach 
for non-diet, trauma-informed Dietitians and Health Coaches.
I teach counselling skills that build your confidence in 
communicating constructively with your clients. 
Meaning your clients thrive, and your business succeeds.
 
Most non-diet, HAES, weight inclusive dietitians and coaches 
I work with want to help their clients go from panicking 
about their weight to trusting their body. 
 
One of the most common problems they talk to me about is how 
they feel overwhelmed when their client is sitting in front of them and panicking about
their weight. 
 
They don’t know how to respond or how to manage their own emotions that come up at
this time. 
 
We shouldn’t feel frustrated and unable to give our clients the help they need because of
the lack of training we got at school. 
 
It’s possible to learn how to appropriately navigate strong emotion, handling trauma or
therapy-related information so you can help your clients learn to have healthy
relationships with themselves, others and food. And because of their successes and your
confidence you can build a profitable and sustainable nutrition business.
 
This guide is the first step in your journey. Together we’ll get you on the road to 
 
• Feeling confident about working with emotional clients
• Helping your clients get the care and attention they desperately need
• Seeing your clients thrive which will help your business flourish.
 
And know what to do and say the next time your client’s sitting in front of you, panicking
about their weight. 
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Where to begin

Role-playing is a great way for you to grow your confidence in speaking a non-diet
conversation with your clients.
 
This guide walks you through some real-life conversations to show you how you can
switch up the conversations you have with your clients about their weight. Of course
they’re not going to be exactly what you’ll say to your clients, as all our clients and
situations are different. But they’ll give you a starting point to see how you can influence
the conversation.
  

Print off a copy of the guide
 
Grab a bright pen and as you read through the role-playing conversations make
notes about how you’d say it yourself, and similar scenarios that your clients
present you with
 
Speak the role plays out loud. With a friend, family member or in front of a
mirror. This will help you find the exact words that you feel comfortable
speaking.
 
Make notes on small pieces of paper that you can bring into your consulting
rooms to remind you what to say when a client sits in front of you and starts to
panic about their weight

Don’t forget to download the audio guide for further help building 
your confidence!
 
Want more help?
Just drop me a line and we can talk about your specific situation and how you can watch
your clients thrive and your business succeed. Tracybrownrd@gmail.com
 
Join my Facebook group 
Decoding Food and Body Talk Counseling Skills for RD's and Coaches 
for more support and ideas
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What do I say when my client is panicking
about their weight?!

Over the following pages we’re going to unpack the conversation that follows on from
your client saying “But if I don’t diet, won’t I gain weight? I need to lose weight to be
healthy.”
 
We’ll to look at how you can respond when your client has been told they need to lose
weight to be healthy by their doctor, by their family and by society.
 
You’re the guide <G> and your client is the non-diet explorer <E>.  
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What do I say when my client is panicking
about their weight?!

Guide
What did they say?

Explorer
That I might get a heart attack or diabetes if I don’t lose weight

Guide
(Be curious) Ah, did they do some labs? 

Did they ask you about your history with food, weight or stress?

"My Doctor"

Scenario 1
E
I think they are fine or at least last time they checked they were fine. 

G 
Huh, I wonder why if your labs were good that the doctor would give you a weight loss lecture,

especially without asking about your habits or history with food, weight, stress, etc.?
E
I don’t know.

G
How would it be if I shared some information that’s a little different 

than most of us have heard of? 
E
Sure! 

G
What’s been found, and I am happy to share the books and resources you can read about this, is

that the most important factors in “hedging our bets” with health are movement, stress
management and variety and relaxation around food choices. It’s kinda hard to be relaxed, eat a

variety of foods and move in a sustainable way when you’re trying to purposely decrease weight.
Or at least that’s been the experience of 99% of my clients. 

 
What’s been your experience when you’ve tried to lose weight? 
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What do I say when my client is panicking
about their weight?!

E
I can do it for a while but can’t stick with it long, and it makes me obsessed and not maintain
weight loss long term.

G
Right?! That’s what the science says too! That 86-95ish% of the time we push our bodies to work

to lose weight and gain it back within 6 months-2 years. Not to mention strip our bodies of
nutrients to be healthy and rob our energy and motivation to move because we enjoy it versus

making it a means to an end to lose weight. 
E
It’s so frustrating. Going to the doctor makes me feel so much dread and shame and I just want to
avoid it all. Losing weight would be easier. 

G
I’m hearing your frustration and it’s so not fair that you must deal with that.

Pause and let them think, feel, respond. 
 

I have some ideas, but given that your labs are good and you know that restricting doesn’t work
for you, what do you think needs to happen?

E
Well, yeah, calorie counting and the up and down with my weight I am tired of… What were you
thinking?

G
I was thinking we could get more in touch with and trusting your hunger and fullness so it will be

easier to honor how to eat a variety of foods. How your body wants to move without it feeling so
forced. And learning how to decode any “I feel fat” moments so we can blame the body less for

our discomfort. We can figure out if they are emotional discomforts about something you believe
about your worth, an emotion that is hard, or something else. 

 
How would that be?

E
That sounds good

G
Great. Let’s get started

Scenario 1

At this point you can explain how to use a hunger/satiety chart or the style you prefer. 
 

Set some goals of what they could experiment with for the week. 
 

Help them make it doable and that they have hope.
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What do I say when my client is panicking
about their weight?!

Guide
What did they say?

Explorer
That I might get a heart attack or diabetes if I don’t lose weight

Guide
(Be curious) Ah, did they do some labs? 

Did they ask you about your history with food, weight or stress?

"My Doctor"

Scenario 2
E
Not good. They said I was pre-diabetic.

G
I see. How are you feeling about this?

E
I’m scared, and I feel I have to restrict to not get sick.

G
Scary huh?

E
Yeah, and frustrating because I don’t want to go back on some kind of diet.

G
I hear you. Dieting is emotionally, mentally and physically draining. How would it be if I shared

more with you about how we could improve your bloodwork and avoid all of that?
E
That would be good!
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What do I say when my client is panicking
about their weight?!

G
How much do you know about intuitive eating and ‘Health at Every Size’?

E
I’ve heard of intuiting eating, but not the other. What’s that?

G
Health at Every Size (HAES) is a whole paradigm shift for health enhancement that is weight

neutral and focuses on actual health behaviors, not weight loss, to work towards health goals if a
person wishes. When you experiment with foods in a non- restrictive way and remove barriers to
finding motives to move for enjoyment, we find people are more likely in the long run to stabilize

health and weight.
E
That sound good and I would love for that to work, but I’m scared that my doctor won’t let the
weight loss thing go. And I’m a little worried about not losing weight too.

G
What about the doctor are you worried about, 

if your labs improved but you didn’t lose weight?
E
Hmm, well I guess if I wasn’t pre-diabetic anymore and 
didn’t lose weight they couldn’t complain.

G
Yah, if this was all about health and they weren’t fat phobic then what would be the point of

making your weight an issue, right?
E
That makes sense. How do we do that?

G
Let’s look at your typical day and then discuss a few things 

we can experiment with. How does this sound to you?
E
Sounds good!

G 
Before I go through a day of eating with you, what do you know about 

the term ‘pre-diabetic’ and some potential behavioral things that might help?
 

At this point, depending on your role you might be educating, discussing some basics of
blood sugar management or referring to someone else if you’re not going to be directly

making suggestions about their food intake AFTER you’ve reviewed their intake. 
Make sure you also explain how to use a hunger/satiety chart, or the style you prefer. 
Finally, it’s very important to impress that food is not a Savior, it’s a tool that can help.

There are many factors at play in health and development of disease. 
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What do I say when my client is panicking
about their weight?!

G
What makes your family think you have to lose weight to be healthy? 

E
My mom has been dieting on and off forever and my dad totally fat shames 
people and thinks people who are bigger are lazy. 

G
What is that like for you? (gentle, soft... stay quiet and wait... stay attuned to yourself and them

internally) 
E
It’s painful. I know he judges me. 

G
Sad, huh? 

E 
Yeah. But it’s unhealthy to weigh more right? 

 
(This can be a common redirect from the strong emotion; address but come back to the original thing,

which was fear of judgement from dad)
G

What’s been found, and I am happy to share the books and resources you can read about this, is
that the most important factors in “hedging our bets” with health are movement, stress

management and variety and relaxation around food choices. It’s kinda hard to be relaxed, eat a
variety of foods and move in a sustainable way with trying to purposely decrease weight. Or at

least that’s been the experience of 99% of my clients. 
 

Since we know that restricting to lose weight doesn’t guarantee long term weight loss. 
Nor does it automatically improve health, what would the desire to lose weight be about?

E
Just to be thinner, so that it could be one less thing.

 
G

One less thing about what?
 

"My Family"
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What do I say when my client is panicking
about their weight?!

Scenario 1
E
At least being thinner would be one last thing my ____ could criticize me about. Even if my ____
doesn’t like that I am sensitive or too loud/too shy/too whatever, if I am thinner it can prove that I
can be good at something. 

G
What is all that like for you believing that you are too ____ for your ____ and maybe thinner could

make a difference? 
E
I don’t let myself think about it too much; sad and anxious I guess. 

G
I hear you that being thinner might be something your ____ might not criticize or maybe even

value, but curious if that will take away the sad and anxious of not feeling you are okay if you are
sensitive, etc?

 
And what if we could focus on helping you find ways to feel better about yourself besides trying to

get thinner? 
E
That would be good. 

G
(give them a chance to feel, track how their bodies 

are and if it really seems that would be good to them) 
 

I have some ideas; how would it be if I shared? 
E
That would be good. 

G
Well first thing is that one of the most competence building things we can do is help you become

your own nutrition and body expert and IE is great at helping us do that. (at this point I might go
over the hunger and fullness chart and discuss if or how it would be appropriate to do any

food/body talk tracking). 
 

Second, we become aware of our inner dialogue, or how we talk to ourselves about food and
weight on a daily basis, how much we turn away from how we feel, etc. This way we can find what

circumstances it feels harder or easier to be with ourselves and give to ourselves what we need.
Much of this we may find that it’s beyond the scope of our work here (in circumstances for RD’s

who do not also do coaching, for axis 2 issues, trauma, etc) but we will make sure to help you find
the right place for this material because you and it are very important. 

 
How does all this sound?
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What do I say when my client is panicking
about their weight?!

Scenario 2
E
I don’t know. 

G 
(gently) You mentioned being thinner might be one less for ....? 

E
It’s just good to be thinner; it looks better, I could be more confident. 
 
(at this place, I would be tracking for shutdown, as the above mental constructs are about her belief
system, so getting this person to feel differently isn’t going to happen quite yet; here I would try to do a
pro/ con list of pursuing thinness. If you don’t know how to do this and bring it home to motive and
emotion, I highly recommend by 12 week counseling skills course).  

G
How would it be for you to chat about the pros and cons of pursuing thinness? 

E
Okay …

G
(you’ve done this exercise with them and now ask...) 

Wow, what do you think of all of this? 
E
I am tired of all the obsession and knowing that losing weight doesn’t 
work and long term I don’t get confidence because even when I am thinner I am 
always worried about gaining it back. 

G 
That’s a lot. I wonder if becoming more trusting of your body would free up 

some space for you to grow your confidence without dieting, better boundaries with your family’s
weight worries? 

E
Yeah! That would be good. 

At this point we would go into introducing attuned eating, being curious where this person might be
feeling lack of confidence in their life and using food and body talk to express this, etc.
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What do I say when my client is panicking
about their weight?!

G
You’re right; weight and diet talk can seem to be everywhere. What is hardest for you? 

E 
I do worry about my health; my joints hurt sometimes, and I am uncomfortable. 
I know I am never going to be thin; I just want to be more comfortable. 

G
That is a lot. I’d like to unpack that with you. 

Tell me more about what’s feeling uncomfortable? 
E 
Just moving around; walking stairs. 

G 
That sounds frustrating for you. Would it be okay to ask about your activity level again?

E 
Sure 

G 
How much practicing has your body had in doing those things? 

I ask because weight loss may or may not make that easier but movement doing the things we
would like definitely can help. 

E
Honestly, I don’t do a lot. I tend to exercise a lot when I try to lose weight then stop when I’m off
the wagon. 

G
Off the wagon? 

 

"Well, it's everywhere!"
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What do I say when my client is panicking
about their weight?!

E
Yes, just eating what I want so I hear in my head “what’s the point of exercise?” 

G 
Sounds like all or nothing; how correct does that feel?

E 
That’s what I do! 

G
It is really common; in our culture we’ve gotten coupled exercise with thinness 

when really all movement has much power to do is provide potential tension release, 
connection with others or ourselves, improved mobility and strength. It’s a lot but not massive

weight loss potential. In fact, it’s not a good weight loss tool at all. 
E 
Hmm, I never thought about it that way. Maybe I might like to see if I could 
get going more to feel more mobile. 

G 
I hearing you feel you’re feeling that there might be some space to in you to move for mobility

sake and less pressure on it for weight loss. How accurate is that? 
E
That’s right. I used to like to walk with my friends or husband at night. 

G
How would it be if we chatted about that happening for you in a way that feels good? 

E 
Sounds good. 

At this point I would be going through her weekly schedule with her to find
where it would be most doable, helping her not over-shoot and set her up for

success. Also, to look for barrier in giving herself the permission to have this time
for herself, etc.

 
Also keep in mind this role play could have gone in another direction around
living in a fat phobic world and how we are going to navigate it. It is not our

client’s fault but unfortunately, we must deal with it and our job is to help them
know that they are entitled to choose which paradigm they want to live in.  
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I hope this guide has helped you unpack the conversation when your client sits in front of
you, panicking about their weight
 
This guide is the first step in your journey. The conversations you have read in this guide
are just a few in the many, many ways we can interact with our clients to counsel with
respect, dignity, care and effectiveness. 
 
Practicing these conversations will 
 
• Help you feel more confident about working with emotional clients. 
• Help your clients get the help they desperately need. 
• See business flourish with your clients thriving with your care and attention.
 
And know what to do and say the next time your client’s sitting in front of you, panicking
about their weight. 
 
Don’t forget to download the audio guide for further 
help building your confidence!
 

How are you feeling now?

Connect with me
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Grow your confidence in HAES, intuitive eating and non-diet counseling
See your skills boost your clients’ success and retention
Watch your practice thrive so you can have the business you dreamed of

Build strong foundations for your non-diet nutrition practice
 
If you’re new to the non-diet, intuitive eating approach or feel like your skills need a polish
join me for my 12-week online Non-diet counseling skills course, and build strong
foundations for your non-diet nutrition practice. 
 

 

This training has exceeded my expectations - it has forced me to grow. It was hard
emotionally for me in some ways, as I realized I had some blind spots (probably more to
come!), but I feel much more equipped and ready to move forward. I felt supported, too,
which is an incredible feeling."  
Caroline Young, RD

Build on your new-found confidence

Non-diet counseling skills course

Curious? I'd love to share with you about my non-diet
decoding and counselling skills course.
 
Watch the intro video here

Grow in counseling confidence and business skills and
watch your non-diet, intuitive eating practice thrive.

Explore the course now
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